
PUBLIC DEED

On 29/01/2020, following the invitation sent to the co-owners of property no. /12/ Al Hadid known

as Khan el Masryyin, all the co-owners who signed the attached minutes attended the meeting.

At the end of this meeting, the project presented by one of the co-owners, Mr. Frank KELLER, was

approved, and Messrs. Hassan ALAMEDDINE, Izzat DABBOUSSI, Frank KELLER, Moustapha CHAHINE,

Dr. Nasser AL GHAZAL and Mrs. Fadia HASSOUN (as the board of the co-owners' association) were

entrusted jointly and individually to carry out this project, to represent the co-owners of the property

n°  /12/,  and  were  given  the  power  to  deal  with  all  the  authorities  and  the  public  and  private

administrations to carry out the project of restoration and renovation of the Khan el Masriyyin, as

well  as  all  the  actions  which  result  from  it  as  well  as  to  work  towards  obtaining  all  necessary

documents,  to  ensure  coordination  with  the  Council  for  Development  and  Reconstruction,  the

Ministry of Culture, the General Directorate of Antiquities, the Municipality of Tripoli and the civil

society,  as  well  as  to  sign  the  necessary  contracts  for  the  success  of  the  project,  without  the

members of the above-mentioned committee imposing any financial  or moral  burden on the co-

owners. They have to obtain the co-owners' approval for any decision concerning the final project.

Name SIGNATURE Number of property (lot) STATUS

Roula AJEH X 29 owner

Riyad MASSARANI X 28 owner by procuration

Mohyaddine LOTH A’OUWEIDA X owner

Par procuration, Maître Wahib DABLIZ X 100 authorised representative

Frank BEAT KELLER X 40+49 owner

Ghassan TARTOUSSI X 16 owner

Nabil TARTOUSSI X                                 authorised representative

Fadal ASSAAD X owner

Fadia HASSOUN X 20 owner

Hassan ALAMEDDINE X 37 owner

Abdelmajid DABBOUSSI X 19 owner

Mohamed Bachir TARTOUSSI X 41 owner

Ahmad Hashem  EL HUSSAINI X 38 owner

I,  the undersigned Jocelyne Michèle Farah, notary in Tripoli,  ratify the
date  of  this  document  signed  by  Messrs  Riad  MASSARANI,  Fadia
HASSOUN,  Hassan  ALAMEDDINE,  among  others,  presented  to  this
department by Maître Dolly FARAH, who asked to register the date of the
document, a request to which I am responding this Tuesday, February 4,
2020, without this  department being responsible for the signatures of
the document nor its content.

(Stamp)
Notairy in Tripoli
Jocelyne Michèle Farah
(Signature)   
February 4th,  2020
(Tax stamp)

Notary fees in Tripoli
Fees in LBP
Registration fees
Notary fees
Secrétariat
(Tax stamp)
Timbre
(stamp)
(Signature)
(Tax stamp)


